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A B S T R A C T

Reproducing the appearance of real world materials has been a long standing problem
in computer graphics. Among them, fibrous materials such as cloth, remain as some of
the most challenging to recreate. This is due to the intrinsic complexity of fabrics; their
overall look is determined by both the anisotropic light scattering behavior exhibited at
the fiber level, usually at the micron scale, and the weaving structure that constrains the
alignment of those fibers. Despite the increasing research efforts in the different areas
involved, from capturing to modeling, rendering and filtering, there is no single survey
nowadays that collects and discusses the benefits, drawbacks and practical considera-
tions of the available techniques that aim to reproduce the appearance of fabrics. In this
review, we provide a comprehensive survey of the existing techniques involved at each
of the different stages of fabric appearance reproduction. We aim to provide guidelines
for practitioners to select among existing options in crucial aspects such as scattering
models or fabric representations depending on each particular context, also discussing
future lines of research and most promising paths in the direction of accurately repre-
senting virtual fabrics.

c© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Matching the appearance of real world materials is one2

of the open challenges in computer graphics. Objects that3

present high frequency 3D geometric details at very small4

scales are particularly complex, which is the case of fibrous5

materials. Moreover, within this context, fabrics are especially6

critical, since the smallest building blocks - the fibers - do not7

often arrange in a random manner, but forming structures at8

different scales, depending on a very wide set of weave, knit9

and multi-layer patterns. Such structures can be further altered10

by treatments, usually applied in the manufacturing process.11
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In addition to complex geometries and structures, the overall 12

look of a fabric is also determined by highly anisotropic light 13

interactions with the fibers, which can range from four microns 14

to several tens of microns. There, the spatio-angular reflectance 15

field of a textile fiber additionally depends on a huge amount 16

on factors mainly related to its structural and optical properties. 17

Fibers can have several different origins (polymer, animal, 18

vegetal), which in turn might be affected by manufacturing pro- 19

cesses to modify their final appearances (e.g., increasing luster). 20

21

In computer graphics, fabric and its multiple facets, has been 22

the main focus of a large body of work during the last two 23

decades. Attending to macroscopic deformation-dependant 24

features of garments, such as wrinkle formation, draping shape 25

or dynamic behavior, there exists a sheer number of mechanical 26

simulation solutions that are out of the scope of this paper. 27

For a brief but comprehensive list, we refer the reader to the 28

literature review done by Wang [1]. 29

http://www.sciencedirect.com
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1

From a rendering perspective, the survey by Schröder and2

colleagues [2] presented a thorough overview of existing so-3

lutions specific for fabrics, focusing on volumetric representa-4

tions. Since then, much effort has been devoted in our commu-5

nity to create realistic fabrics, including not only modeling and6

rendering approaches, but also methods addressing the captur-7

ing and appearance matching stages, as well as techniques to8

filter the complex appearance of fabrics at medium and large9

distances. In this report we first introduce the several aspects10

that determine the appearance of real fabrics (Section 2), fol-11

lowed by a summary of the state of the art in fabric appearance12

reproduction that includes the following topics:13

Fiber Scattering Models. We describe the most relevant meth-14

ods modeling the anisotropic nature of light scattering events15

at the fiber level; from animal origin (wool), addressed in the16

literature of hair and fur rendering, to textile specific solutions.17

Despite their microscopic nature, these models have a crucial18

role on the final appearance of cloth, determining the global re-19

flectance at larger scales (Section 3).20

Fabric Representation. In Section 4 we discuss the different21

approaches to represent fabrics and how to filter them. The22

complex micro and mesostructures of fabrics can be modeled23

following different paths, with equally different balances be-24

tween geometric and shading complexity: from surface-based25

solutions with complex shading models, to explicit geometry26

representations and volumes. The latter are subsequently di-27

vided in methods that aggregate within a voxel either the un-28

derlying geometry or the full light transport.29

Modeling, Acquisition and Appearance Matching. The fidelity30

of virtual replicas of real fabrics depends in great manner on the31

right combination of data representation and scattering models.32

Therefore, in Section 5 we review the existing techniques for33

creating fabric structures: from forward generative models to34

capture-based approaches. In addition to geometry modeling35

and estimation, we also summarize the methods focused on36

appearance matching that rely on fitting the optical properties37

and rendering parameters.38

39

At the end of each topic and its corresponding section, we40

provide a frame of reference by discussing the most relevant41

methods and their most suitable applications. Finally, in Sec-42

tion 6, we focus the discussion on open challenges and promis-43

ing avenues for future research.44

2. Structure and Physics of Real Fabrics45

The appearance of fabrics is the result of a complex light-46

material interaction. In the following, we first present a brief47

overview of the multi-scale structure of fabrics: from the48

most common types of yarn weaving structures, down to the49

decomposition of yarns into plies and fibers. We then focus50

on fibers, as the optical interaction between light and fabric51

is governed by the light scattering patterns exhibited by its52

smallest components. Even the fabric weaving structures53

are designed to produce a particular look by aligning fibers 54

in arrangements which maximize or minimize their local 55

reflectance behavior: at micron scales, fibers produce highly 56

anisotropic single and multiple scattering depending on a very 57

large number of conditions, such as the origin of the fibers 58

(animal, vegetal or artificial), composition, finishing, dying or 59

chemical treatment. 60

61

Finally, as an introduction for the rest of the paper, we 62

quickly summarize from a high-level perspective, the most rel- 63

evant trends in computer graphics addressing the problem of 64

fabric appearance modeling. 65

2.1. The Multi-Scale Structure of Fabrics 66

Fabric structure is crucial in the global appearance of the tex- 67

tiles. The way fibers are assembled together to form yarns is 68

almost infinite, as well as the techniques with what such yarns 69

are attached together to create different types of weaving struc- 70

tures. From woven, to knitting and other less common tech- 71

niques. Depending on the fabric structure, yarns and therefore 72

fibers get aligned in a concrete direction. As a consequence, 73

high level properties like luster or sheen are affected dramat- 74

ically. Felt, for instance, is less shiny than woven or knitted 75

cloth, since fibers come out of the surface in multiple direc- 76

tions without a specific alignment. Instead, woven structures 77

are more suitable to increase specularity and sheen of the fab- 78

rics, specially when yarns show almost no twist of their fibers. 79

In the following, we do a quick overview of the structures that 80

compose a fabric at the different construction scales. 81

2.1.1. Fabric Structures 82

Fabric consists of a pattern of interlacing yarns, commonly 83

categorized depending on how those yarns are attached to- 84

gether: woven and knitting. 85

Fig. 1. Main woven (top row) and knitting (bottom row) structures. Wo-
ven structures from left to right: twill is the most common structure in real
world, employed in jeans and shirts. In this case, the space between a top-
down or bottom-up crossings is bigger than one by one (e.g., two by one);
plain, where warp and weft yarns go up and down each other in the same
proportion; last, satin is similar to twill but creates larger floats, thus cre-
ating the largest highlights specially when materials like silk or polyester
are used. Knitting structures from left to right: Stockinette, Garter and
Rib. Image inspired by Schröder et al. [2]
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Woven. This structure is created by industrial looms, and con-1

sists of a set of parallel static yarns, called warp, and a single2

yarn (weft) that traverses the warp yarns perpendicularly to keep3

the fabric piece together. The loom works like a grid where the4

position of the weft yarns are set to up or bottom for each pass5

of the warp thread (see Figure 1).6

Knitting. Contrary to woven structures, where hundreds of7

yarns give shape to the fabric, knitting structures consist of a8

few yarns [3]. In fact, usually just one single thread crosses9

with itself many times. There are multiple knitting structures,10

and they are flexible and polyvalent: rather than a planar shape,11

they embed complex 3D configurations that can unfold under12

tensile forces or store anisotropic elastic energy for different13

mechanical goals such as comfort, insulation or response to14

body movement. A key difference between woven and knitting15

structures is that, in the latter, the final arrangement of the16

yarns is only known after a relaxation process (see Figure 1).17

18

Fig. 2. Top row from left to right: 1) Bleached vs natural cotton. 2) jeans
after washing/sanding process. Bottom row from left to right: 1) Raschel
structure. 2) Fabric after felting treatment.

There are several more types of fabrics structures apart from19

these basic categories: felt, for instance, does not contain yarns,20

but it is made of fibers attached together directly, compacted21

in a process similar to other manufacturing mechanisms used22

for creating conglomerate materials. Another example of struc-23

ture is velvet, in which loops of yarns excel from the fabric24

structure and are then cut afterwards, leading to a softer appear-25

ance with strong sheen. More complex patterns, such as the26

Jacquard family, the braided structures or the Raschel networks27

(see Figure 2), show multilayered rich 3D structures with mul-28

tiple yarn types embedded [4]. These complex structures have29

been addressed by the work of Cong et al. [5], who analyze and30

model Jacquard Warp-knitted at the yarn level, or the approach 31

of Li et al.[6] for complex knitting structures such as Raschel. 32

These methods show the importance of accurate representations 33

of the yarn geometry within the fabric in order to match the ap- 34

pearance of real textiles. Moreover, often in the fashion indus- 35

try some materials and structures are engineered by means of 36

chemical, thermal and mechanical processes to simulate the ap- 37

pearance and touch of their more expensive counterparts (e.g., 38

silk crepe de chine and thermally pressed polyester) [7]. 39

2.1.2. Fibers, Plies and Yarns 40

A yarn consist of up to hundreds of fibers grouped by plies. 41

A ply can be made of dozens of fibers assembled together, and 42

both yarns and plies are twisted to keep fibers attached together 43

(see Figure 3 ), usually measured in loops per yarn length unit. 44

The way fibers are packed is often far from perfect, since fibers 45

move freely along the yarn, sometimes leaving its core assem- 46

bly. Depending on the behavior of the fibers, two groups are 47

usually identified: 1) regular and 2) f lyaway fibers. In textile 48

research, up to five types of flyaway fibers have been catego- 49

rized according to their behavior [8], and later, reduced to loop 50

and hair categories in our field [9], depending if their endpoints 51

are both inside the yarn or protruding respectively (see Figure 52

4). The migration f ibers are an intermediate class which can 53

range from regular to loop types, that is, from having a con- 54

stant distance to the center, to curving away by many times the 55

average radius of the yarn. 56

Fig. 3. Yarn composition. A yarn consists of nested substructures, twisted
or braided: plies, which are subsequently formed by several fibers. As
the twist of the yarn increases, the radius of the plies is decreased due to
internal forces.

The packing of fibers is very important for the appearance, 57

also affecting the mechanical properties of the yarns. Densely 58

packed yarns produce shinier fabrics due to their regularity 59

in fiber orientation, offering also a higher tensile resistance, 60

at the price of limited elasticity and undesirable friction and 61

thermal properties. On the opposite end, looser yarns show 62

high mobility of their fibers, therefore increasing the number 63

of migration effects. 64

65

However, the proportion of both migration fibers and hairi- 66

ness heavily depends on the level of yarn twist, yarn type and 67

treatments required along the yarn creation. In textile produc- 68

tion, a yarn can even be altered through mechanical processes 69

to achieve a greater amount of hairiness. For instance, felting 70
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Fig. 4. Left: fiber types. The Migration fibers are fibers that move out of
the core assembly but always come back in, thus their end is always hidden
inside the core of the yarn. Hair fibers are similar to migration fibers, but in
this case one end leaves the yarn completely. In some cases, a hair fiber can
return to the yarn (loop) or it can be cut (hair). Hairiness is a very common
property that greatly increases the thermal insulation and roughness of
the fabric surface. Right: twisting direction. Clockwise (S) and counter
clockwise (Z).

is produced by interlocking, or matting fibers by means of heat,1

moisture, and mechanical action (see Figure 2). The resulting2

fabric is usually soft to the touch and water-resistant. From a3

purely optical point of view, hairiness is usually responsible4

for catching grazing light, increasing multiple scattering and5

contributing to additional effects such as directional sheen6

(combed velvet) and overall occlusion and blurring of the7

underlying weave.8

9

A yarn might require a higher level of twisting depending10

on the length of the fibers. In that context, we find two types11

of fibers: the staple fibers, which are short fibers used in yarns12

which show additional twisting in order to increase internal13

friction and keep the fibers from sliding. The other family of14

fibers are the so called filament fibers. These are long fibers,15

being more suitable when yarns with low level of twisting16

are required (for instance, for shinier fabrics). Of course, the17

length of the fibers is closely related to their origin. Some18

materials are more suitable to create filament fibers such as silk19

or polyester, while others like cotton or wool, are short fibers20

by nature with their quality directly related to average length21

and tensile resistance.22

23

2.2. Textile Fibers and Interaction with Light24

Textile fibers are the minimum building blocks of fabric ma-25

terials. Fiber properties determine the overall look of the fabrics26

at meso and macro scales, affecting high-level features such as27

luster, gloss or sheen, properties that give each fabric type its28

characteristic appearance (Figure 5).29

Light Scattering in Fibers. The vast majority of fibers in real30

life are made of dielectric absorbing materials, with the excep-31

tion of rare fibers made of metals like silver or gold. As such,32

when a photon reaches a fiber, several types of interactions33

may occur. Main events involve reflectance, transmittance, and34

light absorption (see Figure 7).35

36

Part of the light is specularly reflected (R). Then, part of37

the photons penetrates the fiber, traveling straight inside the38

Fig. 5. Top left: Mercerized cotton (top-left cone) has greater luster due
to rounder fibers. Unmercerized yarns (bottom cone) exhibit more inter-
reflection effects. Top Right: Pile fibers (Fly out hairs) scatter light, and
occlude the underlying yarns producing blurring contours. Bottom Left:
the alignment of warp and weft yarns with respect to the light direction
affects the sheen (white arrow). Bottom right: Multiple bounces of light
(refracted and reflected) increase the saturation of colors as dye selectively
scatters particular wavelengths. This effect is also visible in the bottom left
image (black arrow).

medium. Of this energy, a fraction can be absorbed depending 39

on the dye properties and its concentration inside the fiber. The 40

remaining energy then hits the boundary, and hence, a part 41

is internally reflected while the other fraction is transmitted 42

out of the medium (TT). The remaining light keeps bouncing 43

inside the fiber, progressively being absorbed, reflected and 44

transmitted (TRT), until there is no energy left inside the fiber 45

(TRRT, TRRRT,...). That is, progressively losing energy while 46

acquiring color from the interaction with the dye molecules: 47

with greater dye concentration, greater absorption and thus 48

color saturation (see bottom right image in Figure 5). 49

50

This generic behavior can present great variations across dif- 51

ferent types of fibers. Fiber-level properties affect the interac- 52

tion with light, such as the material composition, the shape of 53

the cross section, the surface roughness and the presence of cu- 54

ticles, or any mechanical and chemical processes involved in 55

fabric manufacturing. 56

Structural and Optical Properties of Fibers. Fibers present dif- 57

ferences in cross-sectional shape, longitudinal structure (cuticle 58

distributions or surface roughness), index of refraction, thick- 59

ness and density. Some of them are artificially manufactured, 60

like polyester, whose cross section can be chosen by construc- 61

tion. However, other fibers like cotton or silk have very par- 62

ticular cross section shapes depending on their natural origin 63

(Figure 6). The work of Aliaga et al. [10] provides a detailed 64
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Fig. 6. Textile fibers present a great variety of cross-sectional shapes and
surface roughness depending on the origin and composition, which dra-
matically affect the overall look of fabrics. Image from Aliaga et al. [10]
and original sources from Diaz et al., Shah et al., Naylor et al. and
Kan [11, 12, 13, 14].

Fig. 7. Light scattering in fibers. Left: Light interactions can be categorized
in three main types: specular reflection R, transmitted-transmitted light
TT, transmitted-internally reflected-transmitted TRT, and so on (TRRT,
TRRRT...). Medium: light rays usually scatter in fibers inside a conical dis-
tribution with arbitrary anisotropy and roughness depending on the fiber
type. Right: azimuthal distribution of the main types of interactions. Im-
age inspired by Sadeghi et al. [15].

overview of structural and optical properties of textile fibers,1

which will be discussed in Section 3. A special case are ani-2

mal fibers, like wool or cashmere. Such fibers are made of fur,3

presenting particular longitudinal features in the form of sur-4

face cuticles and a core medulla inside, greatly affecting light5

scattering [16, 17]. All these physical features directly affect6

the interaction between fibers and light. Planar shapes cause7

larger highlights than fibers with concave shapes. Or fibers8

with cuticles along the surface that usually increase the over-9

all roughness instead. Therefore, silk or polyester, both regular10

and long, and thus barely twisted at their usual yarn configura-11

tions, are more suitable to produce shinier fabrics than wool or12

cotton, that in addition to requiring a greater level of yarn twist,13

present rougher surfaces naturally. Thus, the increased diffuse14

appearance is due to how scattering is influenced by the cross15

section shape and the roughness of its boundaries (the surface16

of the fiber), since fibers with concave shapes cause photons re-17

bound more times inside the medium than in elliptical or more18

perfect polygonal shapes. As a result, more interactions with19

rough interfaces accumulate, leading to a rougher overall ap-20

pearance.21

Treatments. There is a great variety of processes involved in22

cloth manufacturing (see Figure 2). Including treatments to23

remove substances needed in the creation of the yarns, like24

desizing or scouring, or treatments to remove natural coloration25

(bleaching) or to improve the cross section shape of natural26

fibers (mercerizing). The latter for instance, is a process com-27

monly used in cotton and wool fibers to gain luster, producing28

shinier fabrics. Other processes like singeing, raising, calen-29

dering or shrinking are finishing treatments usually employed30

to gain smoothness and polish the fabric surface. Washing or 31

erosion are other examples, where the superficial dye of visible 32

parts of the yarn is removed, techniques widely used in denim 33

production. Finally, dyeing and printing processes also affect 34

the appearance of the fabric in more ways than simple color 35

modifications. Dyeing is the most critical process affecting 36

light absorption inside the fiber, and it is a combination of 37

the amount of dye, or concentration inside the fiber, and its 38

particular absorption. The concentration also depends on the 39

density of the fibers, and the so called Depth of Shade, a 40

measure widely used in industry to control the saturation of 41

colored fabric as the ratio of grams of dye to grams of fiber. A 42

high amount of dye not only generates a more saturated color 43

of the garment. As an additional effect, dark dye naturally 44

reduces the translucency of the fabric. 45

46

To sum up, global fabric appearance is primarily dependent 47

on the tangent direction of the fibers. The structure and types 48

of yarns ultimately determine the level of alignment of fibers. 49

The more aligned, the sharper and more directional are the pro- 50

duced reflections, resulting in a shinier appearance with more 51

anisotropic highlights. On the contrary, the quantity of hairi- 52

ness and migration fibers, as well as higher levels of twisting, 53

generate a more diffuse appearance than yarns and fibers per- 54

fectly packed and aligned. 55

2.3. Adopted Solutions in Computer Graphics 56

From a computer graphics perspective, fabrics are one of 57

the most complex materials to model and render due to the 58

large number of small-scale factors that determine the overall 59

appearance of cloth. From a high-level perspective, all the 60

existing approaches can be categorized in two big groups. On 61

the first group, we find the methods that try to compensate for 62

the lack of geometric details with complex shading models. In 63

fact, representing fabrics with explicit geometry at the scale 64

of fibers might require remarkable storage and computational 65

resources. As a compromise between cost and accuracy, 66

researchers have resorted to higher scale representations that 67

simplify the geometry, usually considering cloth as a thin layer 68

and relying on shading methods that account for light-material 69

interactions at the scale of cloth patches. That is, abstracting 70

high-frequency geometric details. Such methods can produce 71

realistic results when observing fabrics at mid distances 72

(approximately one meter), but present a number of drawbacks 73

that will be discussed in Section 4. 74

75

On the other hand, the continuous evolution of hardware 76

performance recently enabled the possibility of efficiently 77

handling representations that reach a finer scale of geometric 78

detail. This group of approaches, can relax the computational 79

load of the shading models, which are constrained to compute 80

the photon interaction at scales smaller than a patch of fabric, 81

such as yarns or fibers. These methods rely on simulating the 82

light scattering in cylindrical geometries and attempt to mimic 83

reality as described in Subsection 2.2. We will discuss the most 84

relevant models in Section 3. 85

86
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In this context, we can find three relevant trends attending to1

the different cloth structure representations, depending on the2

level of abstraction of the underlying geometry. From highly3

detailed to the most simplified models, a fabric material can be4

defined through:5

a) Explicit Geometry of yarns or fibers, which is the most6

accurate and computationally demanding in terms of geo-7

metric data.8

b) Volumetric Models that treat fabric as a participating9

medium with a set of statistical properties.10

c) Surface Models that consider fabric as a flat surface (tri-11

angle mesh) and leverages complex shading models to ab-12

stract light scattering at cloth patch scales.13

We will discuss the benefits and drawbacks of the most rep-14

resentative approaches among these three families along Sec-15

tion 4.16

3. Fiber Scattering Models17

The light interaction with fibers is critical to the final18

appearance of any fibrous material, as exposed in the previous19

section. Until recently, there has been little attention to textile20

fiber scattering modeling in computer graphics. However, there21

is large body of research in our field devoted to hair and fur22

rendering. These fiber-like structures share a common ground23

(or even intersect as in the case of wool) with fabric fibers. For24

this reason we will depart form hair and fur models, finishing25

with the most recent textile fiber models in the field.26

27

The phenomenological model of Kajiya and Kay [18] can28

be considered as the first approach for fur rendering. It is able29

to replicate the first and most visible effect of light interacting30

with hair: the linear highlight perpendicular to the direction31

of hair fibers. This model can be used to represent textile32

fibers. However, the render fidelity is quite limited because33

it treats fibers as opaque cylinders, thus missing many effects34

that emerge from transmission and internal effects that occur in35

real translucent fibers. As dielectrics, a percentage of the first36

incoming light is always reflected back, uncolored.37

38

Later models do take into account the full light transport at39

the fiber, with a majority relying on the common framework we40

show here. The total reflectance is decomposed into a sum of41

contributions resulting from the light-fiber interactions exposed42

in Section 2. Thus, the total reflectance function S is the sum of43

components S p, with p ∈ {R = 0,TT = 1,TRT = 2,TRRT =44

3, ...}, defined as:45

S (θi, θo, φ) =

∞∑
p=0

S p(θi, φi, φo) (1)46

with θo, θi and φ defined in the local coordinates of the fiber,47

usually defined as in Figure 8. Each of these components is48

often factored into a longitudinal scattering function Mp and an49

Fig. 8. Local coordinates often employed by fiber scattering models as
spherical coordinates defined in the longitudinal (wu plane) and normal
(uv plane) planes of the fiber. Being u the tangent direction of the fiber, Θi
and Θr the londituginal angles defined in the range [−π/2, π/2]; φi and φr
the azimuthal angles defined in the range [0, 2π]. Image from Marschner
et al. [19].

azimuthal scattering function Np, defined in the plane aligned to 50

the direction of the fiber and in the plane normal to the direction 51

of the fiber, respectively, leading to: 52

S p(θi, θo, φ) = Mp(θi, θo)Np(θi, θo, φ) (2) 53

For this longitudinal and azimuthal scattering functions 54

Mp and Np, each of the methods we review in the following, 55

use different functions ranging from Gaussian to Von Mises 56

function. Some methods restrict bounces up to three compo- 57

nents (R, TT , TRT ), or even two (R, TT ), for optimization 58

purposes [20]. The azimuthal component is the most complex 59

to reproduce, since in real fibers light does not reflect uniformly 60

along the cone of reflection, but produces instead anisotropic 61

lobes which depend on the shape of the cross-section of the 62

fiber. For complex shapes or high degrees of ellipsoidal 63

eccentricity, methods often resort to tabulated values. 64

65

Based on this framework, Marschner et al. [19] presented the 66

first approach for human hair fibers as translucent dielectrics 67

through their empirical model based on measurements. The 68

model is able to take into account the roughness and the cuticles 69

in the hair surface, enabling smooth highlights for both the 70

specular and colored light components, the former shifted due 71

to the cuticle tilt. It accounts for the light absorption depending 72

on the hair type and also models fibers as extruded ellipses up 73

to a limited degree of cross section eccentricity. This seminal 74

work was the baseline for most recent hair-fiber models. 75

76

Focusing on light transfer at a fiber, Zinke and col- 77

leagues [22] presented a model with a novel approach with 78

respect to previous work, accounting for multiple fiber scatter- 79

ing. Instead of integrating the incoming light along the fiber 80

cross section (Figure 9), it describes the radiance transfer at 81

a fiber in the spirit of Bidirectional Scattering-Surface Re- 82

flectance Distribution Functions (BSSRDF) and Bidirectional 83

Scattering Distribution Functions (BSDF) for surfaces. But 84
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Fig. 9. Fiber scattering models lay in two big categories. Those that in-
tegrate the incoming light along the fiber cross section and leading to a
flat look (left), and those that model scattering in explicit geometry. Some
models can transition between both approaches depending on the viewing
distance. That is, near vs far field models [16]. Image from Yan et al. [21].

instead of defined on the surface, it is defined on the local mini-1

mum enclosing cylinder of the fiber. Subsequent work [23, 24]2

further explored the problem of multiple scattering across3

fibers. Following this line of work, Yan et al. [17] introduced4

an efficient model for global illumination in hair and fur5

assemblies, grouping scattering effects in: direct illumination,6

dual scattering for unscattered lobes and BSSDF for the rest7

of events, translating fiber properties to BSSRDF parameters8

through a neural network.9

10

Later on, d’Eon and colleagues [25] presented an energy11

conserving version of Marschner’s model, also accounting for12

the absorption cross-sections of eumelanin and pheomelanin13

and their concentrations inside the fibers. Regarding the14

fiber cross section, but still in the context of hair rendering,15

Khungurn and Marschner [26] extended the cylindrical model16

to fully account for the effects on azimuthal scattering of17

arbitrary eccentricity of an elliptical cross section. In that18

regard, Aliaga et al. [10] considered not only elliptical fibers19

but also arbitrary cross section shapes, as exhibited by real20

fabric fibers (Figure 6). They presented a full model for the21

scattering of light in textile fibers, taking into account optical22

and structural properties of the most common fiber types, based23

on measurements. Namely, the surface roughness of the fibers,24

the different Index of Refraction, the arbitrary shape of the25

cross-section and the absorption of light also depending on the26

type of dye used in the coloring process. Other approaches for27

scattering in textiles [20] rely on simplifications of Marschner’s28

model, more suitable for image-based optimizations of render-29

ing parameters, a line of research that will be further discussed30

in Section 5.31

32

In the specific problem of fur rendering, there are accu-33

rate models of light scattering accounting for the characteris-34

tic structure of animal fibers [16, 17, 21]. This is very rele-35

vant for wool fibers, and the most critical difference from hu-36

man hair fibers is the presence of an extra inner cylinder, called37

medulla, that increases multiple scattering and leads to a shinier38

and softer look of the fur (see Figure 11), through efficient and39

practical models for near and far field fur reflectance. This idea40

might be applicable to composite fibers, as in some cases, the41

core of the fiber is coated with a different material.42

In the context of production-oriented path tracing of ex-43

plicit geometry, with many samples per pixel, Chiang and44

colleagues [27] presented a model that provides easy artistic45

Fig. 10. The artist-friendly model from Sadeghi et al. [15] decouples light
components into meaningful parameters. The pseudo scattering functions
are defined over the domain of the so call Artist Friendly Controls (mid-
dle) to approximate (right) the physically-based scattering behavior (left).
Image from Sadeghi et al. [15].

control of the visual features, in the spirit of the work by 46

Sadeghi et al. [15] (Figure 10). The former also avoids 47

integrating all the incoming light over the cross section of the 48

fibers, explicitly modeling instead the scattering of the fiber 49

and gaining efficiency in a production context. This approach 50

naturally produces non-flat fibers (Figure 9). 51

52

Fig. 11. Comparison of scattering models for human hair and fur. From top-
left to top-right: Kajiya and Kay [18], the energy conserving Marschner
model [19, 25], and the fur model from Yan et al. [16]. The first two model
the human hair fibers as opaque and translucent dielectric cylinders re-
spectively, so the colored lobe in the second model is physically accurate.
The latter is the only one considering the medulla, present in animal fur
and greatly increasing multiple scattering. On the bottom figure, the light
transport at ideal fur-like fibers. Image from Yan et al. [16].

3.1. Discussion 53

We have presented the most relevant models of light scat- 54

tering in filaments, from human hair fibers to fur or textiles. 55

In the context of cloth rendering, the majority of existing 56

methods are based on Marschner’s model and the subsequent 57

approaches that build upon it. However, there is a lack of 58

agreement about a unified model that gathers all the desirable 59

characteristics to represent and compute the scattering in textile 60

fibers. Contrary to specific models of human hair or fur, textile 61

fibers present very diverse geometries and origins. Namely 62

vegetal, animal and synthetic. Thus, there is a lack of a general 63

framework for fabric rendering that is also not dependent on 64
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Analytic Energy Cons. Flat Analytic MFS Medulla/Core Textile Params.
Kajiya-Kay. [18] X

Marschner et al. [19] X
d’Eon et al. [25] X X X
Zinke et al. [22] X X X

Khungurn et al. [20] X X
Khungurn & Marschner [26] X X

Aliaga et al. [10] X X X
Yan et al. [16, 21] X X

Yan et al. [17] X X X
Chiang et al. [27] X X
Sadeghi et al. [15] X X

Table 1. Comparative of existing fiber scattering models by main desirable features: analytical solution; energy conservation; far field (flat) vs near field;
analytically accounts for multiple fibers scattering (MFS); accounts for fur structure (e.g., medulla); accounts for structural, optical and manufacturing
textile parameters.

any particular structure representation [20], as we will discuss1

in Section 4. Furthermore, the connection between measured2

and manufacturing parameters with the rendering parameters3

is still missing. Aliaga et al. [10] introduced relevant advances4

in that direction, but an efficient analytic solution remains5

unsolved.6

7

Among current models, some are suitable for particular8

cases of fibers with animal origin (e.g., fur [16]), while most9

of the remaining approaches focus on smooth cylinders with a10

certain degree of eccentricity, some of them also accounting for11

cuticle tilt [19, 22, 25, 10]. The main problem of using methods12

that do not take into account the medulla present in animal13

fibers is the great loss of energy due to omitting the increased14

multiple scattering inside such animal fibers, as can be seen in15

Figure 11. As wool is usually bleached, the concept of medulla16

could be considered less relevant for fiber appearance, however,17

composite fibers exhibit structures with different materials for18

both core and coating, with scattering coefficients varying in19

great manner. Another highly desirable property is energy20

conservation, critical in a physically-based rendering envi-21

ronment, which is a common feature in most recent approaches.22

23

Another factor to take into account is the distance to light24

emitters. Even if it has been demonstrated the effect of accurate25

scattering modeling at the fiber scale on the overall appearance26

of fiber assemblies at macroscopic scale, the benefits of near27

field models versus far field models is highly dependent on28

the scale at which the fibers are displayed. In the case of29

cloth, far field models are usually more suitable since shading30

variations along the normal plane of a single fiber are usually31

not distinguishable by the human eye. Also, near field models32

are compatible with explicit geometry representations, and33

cannot be fit when representing cloth by means of aggregated34

statistics and participating media (voxels), as we discuss in35

Section 4. In addition, participating media provides several36

benefits by easing the process of appearance filtering at larger37

distances (Section 4), and reducing computational costs by38

grouping sets of fibers.39

40

Independently of the type of cloth representation, the 41

computational costs of the exposed models can vary greatly, 42

specially for the azimuthal scattering component. From costly 43

evaluations of cubic equations [19] to light scattering precom- 44

putation in tables [26, 10], and more efficient fully analytical 45

solutions [20] which rely on a simplification of the optical 46

model, partially disconnected from actual physics (e.g., colored 47

specular reflection, no TRT), and only suitable for appearance 48

matching environments (Section 4). Other approaches [27] pro- 49

vide significant advantages by representing cloth with explicit 50

geometry in production forward-path-tracing environments. 51

When efficiency is a strong requirement, solutions accounting 52

for multiple fiber scattering are very advisable [23, 17]. 53

54

Finally, expressiveness and editability of the model are also 55

desirable properties of fiber scattering models, specially in 56

artistic production environments [15], being particularly useful 57

if the model also conserves energy [27]. 58

59

A quick summary of most important properties is shown in 60

Table 1. We intentionally leave for the next sections models 61

that rely on greater scales, such as yarn scale [28] or minimum 62

weave repeating structures [29]. Either because they model 63

yarns scattering based on existing models for fibers (usually 64

linking fibers twisting to the width of the scattering lobes), or 65

because they rely on simple geometry representations (surfaces) 66

at a level of abstraction that forces the shading model to increase 67

its complexity, as we will discuss in Section 4. 68

4. Fabric Representations and Filtering 69

As seen in Section 2, fabric presents details at different 70

scales, from fibers to plies, yarns, and structures. In combi- 71

nation with the optical properties of the fibers, the geometric or 72

structural features at each scale determine the final appearance 73

of the fabric. In the following, we review the most common 74

representation approaches for fabrics, from finely detailed and 75

geometry-based approaches that could be considered very close 76

to the ground truth, to models that reduce the geometric com- 77

plexity to its minimum and rely on complex shading computa- 78
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tions to maintain the original appearance. Thus, we organize the1

existing work in three main categories from low-level geometry2

definitions to more abstract methods: explicit geometry based,3

statistical volume representations, and surface based solutions.4

4.1. Explicit Geometry5

We group in this category every solution where spatially-6

dependent data at small scales (yarns or fibers) is defined7

through explicit geometry, that is, often in the form of splines or8

cylinders. In this fashion, high frequency details are explicitly9

stored at the representation structure itself, letting the shading10

model to focus just on modeling the scattering at the smallest11

building blocks, either yarns or the fibers that compose those12

yarns. Thus, appearance details like visible yarns and fibers13

near silhouettes, or visual effects such as hair fuzziness or self-14

shadowing naturally arise from the geometry instead of being15

abstracted by the shading model. Depending on the represen-16

tation scale, we can subsequently classify them in yarn level,17

fiber level or hybrid models.18

Yarn Level. Although an average garment has tens of thou-19

sands of yarns, modeling each single one is computationally20

affordable thansk to current technology, yielding realistic21

and plausible results, specially with the addition of explicit22

hair fibers, as proven in production environments [30]. Fur-23

thermore, this has been the chosen representation for recent24

mechanical simulation methods, defining cloth as explicit yarns25

or yarn crossings [31, 32]. Several real-time and interactive26

methods have explored full garment visualization and editing27

at the yarn level [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] taking into account28

fiber distributions either analytically [28], or with scattering29

models at the yarn scale [29]. Such models part from the30

same principles exposed in Section 3: considering the yarn31

as a cylindrical fiber and simulating the degree of fiber twist32

with the roughness of the colored lobes in the scattering33

function. Most approaches define the underlying geometry as34

a spline where each subdivision node is at the center of the35

theoretical cross section of the yarn. The volume is in turn,36

represented by a cylinder with the same radius as the cross37

section of the yarn along the spline trajectory. This structure38

is, in some models, the base to reach yet another Level of39

Detail, down to the scale of fibers. This is also the most40

widespread representation in the textile engineering literature,41

used to represent both woven [38, 39, 40, 41], and knitted42

structures [42, 43, 44, 45, 6, 46] as NURBS or elastic curves.43

These methods focus on reconstructing realistically the shape44

and structure of the yarns, but at the rendering stage they rely45

on external CAD software packages or non-specific scattering46

models such as the Blinn Phong shading model. In this context,47

Oz̈demir and Başer [39, 40] represent the yarn as oriented48

planes to the camera with a texture of the yarn previously49

captured and resized from a real yarn.50

51

Fiber Level. Modeling every single fiber that forms the yarn52

is an obvious step forward from the yarn level representation.53

However, the explicit creation of each filament involves in-54

tractable memory requirements, specially when modeling full55

garments. To overcome this problem, procedural models were 56

developed [47, 9] with some of them being even capable of 57

on-the-fly fiber evaluation, to further alleviate storage require- 58

ments [48]. The inputs for these algorithms are a distribution of 59

fibers and a set of splines similar to yarn level representations. 60

The initialization of a cross section can be done manually or fit 61

from distribution functions. The most extended function was 62

presented by Morris et al. [49]: 63

p(R) = (1 − 2e)
(

e − eR/RMax

e − 1

)β
+ e (3) 64

where R/Rmax and β control the distribution of fibers in the 65

cross section. Although additional distributions (such as Gaus- 66

sian) have been used in the literature, it remains to be proven 67

which is the most adequate function to fit actual fiber distri- 68

butions in yarn manufacturing. An additional problem is the 69

modeling of collisions among fibers. To our knowledge, most 70

approaches avoid statistical or explicit modeling of fiber col- 71

lisions. They rely on common algorithms, such as rejection 72

sampling, to create an initial collision-free state, but neglecting 73

further collisions after procedural displacements. 74

In analytic methods, starting from a set of 2D initial posi- 75

tions R0 of the fibers resulting from the cross section, the new 76

position Rt of each fiber along the length of the ply is usually 77

emulated with a coaxial helix model [50]. 78

Rt = [ R0 cos(θ), y = R0 sin(θ), z =
β

2π
θ ] (4)

Perfect yarns can be generated just by applying this coaxial 79

helix model to each initial fiber center, but in the real world 80

fibers modify their cross sectional position due to diverse and 81

hard to predict set of forces. We identify in Section 2 the most 82

prevalent types of fiber in computer graphics. The most com- 83

mon fibers compose the core of the yarns and their helical tra- 84

jectories follow the yarn direction with different ease. In oppo- 85

sition to fly-away fibers, their ending tips do not protrude away 86

from the fiber group. Their erratic trajectory is usually mod- 87

eled by scaling the initial R0 of each fiber procedurally between 88

a range [Rmin,Rmax], based on pseudorandom noise, the center 89

of the fiber is moved in the cross-sectional plane of the yarn. 90

Therefore, the 3D position P of the fiber at a longitudinal point 91

t of the yarn center is defined by: 92

P = Rt + (1 − ρ(R0)) ( ~x δx(t) + ~y δy(t) +~z δz(t)) (5)

where δx(t), δy(t) and δz(t) are the perturbing functions, usu- 93

ally pseudorandom noise, fit from data or set by the user. 94

Among the aforementioned procedural models, the great differ- 95

ence between Schröder’s and Zhao’s procedural models is the 96

addition of fly-away fibers. While Schröder inserts small fibers 97

relying on 3D Perlin Noise [51], the fly-out fibers of Zhao’s 98

model overhang the radius, adding a parametric displacement 99

to further separate their endpoints. 100
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Fig. 12. From left to right, the first two images show a knitting fabric ren-
dered in real-time with the model for far and near viewing distance approx-
imations (356K vs 20M fiber curves). Last, color-coded levels representing
LoD rendering transitions for a piece of fabric, with varying amounts of
fibers per yarn: between 2 and 63 based on the fiber radius projected in
the screen. Image from Wu and Yuksel [52].

Hybrid Fiber Level. A solution suitable for real-time rendering1

of fibers is to compact fibers together in a single core, with the2

number of fibers compacted together depending on the viewing3

distance, as shown in Figure 12. In contrast to previous algo-4

rithms, Wu and Yuksel [52] model fibers and yarns as planes5

oriented to camera to minimize the geometry load and reach6

interactive rendering rates. Their method achieves high qual-7

ity results despite the lack of a full light transport simulation,8

which they mimic with a stack of standard shading techniques9

for ambient occlusion, self-shadowing, shadow maps and nor-10

mal mapping adapted for their core fibers and yarn representa-11

tions.12

4.1.1. Explicit Geometry Filtering13

The visualization of fiber geometry at micron scale requires14

an extremely high number of samples per pixel at far distances,15

in order to avoid aliasing issues (imagine sampling thousands16

of fibers in a single pixel). The elimination of aliasing and17

noise by texture filtering is covered in the following Sec-18

tion 4.3, but here we review alternative strategies to reduce19

the number of geometric samples on demand; LoD reduction20

algorithms simplify the geometry rendered at a given pixel,21

while preserving its appearance.22

23

Hybrid solutions usually reduce detail by compacting geom-24

etry with heuristics based on the distance to the camera and the25

pixel footprint. As with the old sprites used in video games,26

fibers and yarns are represented by stripes of planes oriented27

to the camera, together with a stack of textures and shaders ap-28

plied on their surface. Wu and Yuksel [52] group the fibers close29

to the center of the yarn as a single core yarn (see Figure 12).30

Then, to preserve the fuzziness produced by fly-away fibers, ad-31

ditional procedural fibers are rendered (also as triangle stripes),32

decreasing in number at far distances. In the context of general33

material depiction, Loubet et al. [53] introduced an algorithm34

not limited to fabrics, which is able to decouple macroscopic35

from microscopic details of a surface. The downsampling of36

macroscopic details is performed by collapsing edges, micro37

scale details are considered as a medium, and then, the down-38

sampling takes into account the occlusion and attenuation due39

to the densities. Finally, Yan and colleagues [17] proved the40

potential of neural networks to filter hair and fur geometry into 41

a surface with a Bidirectional Surface Scattering Distribution 42

Function (BSSRDF), fitting its parameters by machine learn- 43

ing. 44

4.2. Volumetric Representations 45

In most practical contexts, rendering fabrics defined by 46

explicit geometry at the scale of fibers can be computationally 47

onerous, requiring unwieldy storage requirements. Such 48

representations are also prone to substantial aliasing problems, 49

due to the inherent difficulty of filtering the high-frequency 50

geometric details as we further discuss in Section 4.2.3. 51

Moreover, in most common and practical situations, the 52

average visualization distance of fabric by humans in real life 53

requires abstracting multiple fibers and yarns into a single 54

pixel, as the human vision spatial resolution is approximately 55

55 microns at a close distance of 25 cm. Such abstraction can 56

be achieved by means of statistics: Multiple approaches treat 57

fabrics as heterogeneous participating media, in the form of 58

voxel aggregates, where each discretized volume unit stores 59

a distribution of the underlying fiber orientations and optical 60

densities. In terms of physically-based rendering of cloth, an 61

exhaustive state of the art review was presented by Schröder 62

and colleagues [2], focused on volumetric representations of 63

fabrics. Thereafter, fabric appearance has been a very active 64

research topic, and this paper reviews and updates the methods 65

thoroughly exposed in their survey. 66

67

Voxels model the inner geometry often by means of 68

optical density values and using the Radiative Transfer Equa- 69

tion (RTE) [54], enhanced by distributions of fiber directions 70

in the case of the anisotropic version of the RTE formulation. 71

However, a voxel can store additional properties, such as 72

multi-spectral scattering values, precomputed parts of the RTE, 73

or even full light transport functions, that is, coupled geometry 74

and light scattering. Attending to this criteria, we split the 75

volumetric approaches in two groups: the ones limited to 76

abstracting the structure or geometry of the medium, and those 77

that encode part or the full light transport at voxels, a sort of ap- 78

pearance function. For a deeper review of generic volumetric 79

rendering methods we refer to Novak and colleagues work [55]. 80

81

4.2.1. Structure Volumes 82

This representation is ubiquitous in participating media 83

rendering, including fabric. Decoupling the geometry from 84

the optical properties in the volume representation allows 85

easy editing of properties such as albedo, translucency or 86

specular highlights (see Figure 13). In the context of cloth, 87

it is particularly critical that voxels not only store the density 88

of fibers (isotropic volumes), but also the distribution of fiber 89

directions (heterogeneous), due to the highly anisotropic light 90

scattering patterns exhibited by fibers, as seen in previous 91

sections. Jakob and colleagues [56] presented a step forward 92

with their Microflakes model, approximating the RTE for 93

anisotropic mediums by accounting for the orientation of 94

the particles (fibers), assuming that such underlying particles 95
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Fig. 13. Volumetric renderings with a fibber scattering model similar to the approach by Khungurn et al.[20]. From left to right, the same piece of fabric
of 15 x 15 cm is computed under the same conditions (geometric representation and illumination), but different phase function parameters (inset: 3D
view of outgoing scattering distributions at incident light angle of 45 degrees). The increased strength and sharpness of the TT lobe translates into a very
noticeable translucency of the fabric. From left to right, the βT T angular spread values of the TT component are 70, 30 and 10 degrees, respectively.

follow a Gaussian distribution from a principal direction. A1

later improvement on that model [57] proved its benefits also2

for filtering volumes, as we will see in Section 4.2.3.3

4

Despite being a generic framework, many other recent5

methods have built upon Microflakes to render fabrics [58].6

Inspired by Lumislice [59], the fabric generative model of7

Lopez-Moreno et al. [60] introduced a technique in GPU8

similar to Groller et al. [61] to create a 3D grid of densities9

and orientations of fiber tangents. Groller represents one of10

the first generative algorithms for knit fabrics, storing the fiber11

densities into a 3D grid, from a density distribution of the fibers12

along the yarns the cross section swept along the yarn curve,13

following the coaxial helix equation. Despite the extensive use14

of microflakes model in this area, Khungurn et al. [20] already15

demonstrated the need of using proper fiber scattering models16

as phase functions for accurate fabric appearance matching (see17

Figure 14). Their work also showed no significant differences18

between explicit geometry and volumetric representations, if19

the latter is built with adequate statistics at voxels and enough20

resolution.21

22

Other representations [28] rely on Gaussian Mixture Models23

to model the distribution of fiber orientations in addition to24

the material index (fiber scattering model) and a directionally-25

invariant density of fibers, used to evaluate the mean free path26

length at the voxels.27

28

More recently, several algorithms introduce generic frame-29

works to model the non-exponential nature of transmittance in30

real media [62, 63, 64], based on recent insights from neutron31

transport and atmospheric sciences. The traditional exponen-32

tial decay assumes particles are uniformly distributed across the33

medium, while these methods implicitly introduce an extra de-34

gree of anisotropy by taking into account the degree of corre-35

lation of particles composing the medium. Jarabo et al. [63]36

proved that non-uniform correlation models improve the trans-37

mittance fitting in fabrics. Including these models in specific38

Fig. 14. Comparative of fabric renderings in the context of appearance
matching of real samples. From top to bottom, fleece and silk samples. The
effect of using the specific phase function for fibers instead of microflakes
is specially noticeable at grazing illumination configurations. Image from
Khungurn et al. [20].

fabric contexts look promising, with transmittance being defi- 39

nitely dependent on the incoming and outgoing light directions, 40

as long as the spatial correlation of the particles in the medium 41

is accurately modeled. 42

4.2.2. Volumetric Radiance Transfer 43

In this kind of representation, part or the total light transport 44

at the volume enclosed by each voxel is stored, in addition to 45

the statistical structure. The first approach in this direction 46

was presented by Kajiya and Kay [18] for fur rendering. In 47

each texel of a 3D texture, they store an array of parameters. 48

Namely, the density, the local frame and a reflectance function, 49

being able to compute the multiple fiber scattering. Focused on 50

human hair, Moon et al. [24] store the directional distribution 51

of scattered radiance into a 3D grid of spherical harmonic 52

coefficients. Similarly, the Dual Scattering technique presented 53

by Zinke et al. [23] splits multiple scattering into both local 54
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and global components and use different approximations.1

2

In the spirit of previous work, there are some methods that3

attempt to aggregate the spatio-angular high-order scattering4

for efficient rendering of complex participating media. First,5

Moon et al. [24] presented a solution for computing multiple6

scattering in hair by precomputing shell transport functions that7

efficiently aggregate multiple scattering within increasingly8

large spherical shells of a discrete granular assembly, thus9

summarizing many scattering interactions into a single step.10

Other more recent methods [62, 65, 66] could be considered11

as hybrid in the sense that they rely on explicit geometry, par-12

ticipating media or even diffusion techniques to approximate13

light scattering in granular materials. They also make use of14

precomputed radiance transfer functions at finer scales and15

progressively degrade light transport computation through16

more abstract techniques (e.g., diffusion). Such degradation is17

performed depending on the path length, instead of the viewing18

distance, which is the common approach for LoD solutions.19

While all these methods present isolated solutions for particular20

problems (e.g., random granular materials), the ideas exposed21

there could shed some light for accelerating renderings of22

participating media with high frequency geometric details.23

24

Fig. 15. Example of renderings resulting from tiling the different captured
minimum repeatable structures present in woven fabrics. Image from
Zhao et al. [67].

Finally, and focused on knitting, Xu et al. [59] introduced25

a new primitive named Lumislice. Inspired by the generative26

model from Groller et al. [61] and the computed radiance mod-27

els Lumigraph [68] and light field [69]. Xu and colleagues pre-28

compute the radiance of the cross section of the yarn storing29

the opacity and the reflectance function in voxels. Equally, fo-30

cused on fabric, the work by Schröder et al. [28] not only stores31

structural/geometric features in the volume, but also local visi-32

bility functions as a precomputed part of the light transport to be33

used in rendering time to generate very realistic results. Finally,34

Zhao et al. [67, 70], from their initial paper based in microCT35

scans [58] create more complex weaving structures (Figure 15)36

by instantiating small fabric patches and precomputing both the37

radiance transfer functions at each voxel and inter voxel con-38

tributions to also decrease the memory requirements and speed39

up rendering times. Furthermore, Khungurn et al.[71] introduce40

a method to approximate local multiple scattering by precom-41

puted transfer functions (spherical harmonics) and shadowing 42

between fibers with precomputed per-fiber-segment visibility 43

functions for a minimal repeating unit. Their approach, based 44

on spherical Gaussian lights, is also limited to repeatable pat- 45

terns, and both global illumination and visibility are not ac- 46

curately handled at large fabric scales (based on approximated 47

shadows). However, after pre-processing, it can render complex 48

micro geometry-based fabrics in tens of seconds with plausible 49

results. 50

4.2.3. Volume Filtering 51

Volumetric approaches abstract fibers as an aggregate 52

medium. However, finding a correct description of the distribu- 53

tion of fibers grouped inside a voxel is quite challenging. In full 54

garments the minimal voxel size required to store a set of fibers 55

with similar values, and thus a simple distribution, yields mas- 56

sive grid resolutions with largely intractable memory require- 57

ments and outstanding rendering costs. 58

Downsampling heterogeneous media with high self- 59

shadowing is not a trivial solution because linear, bilinear 60

and even Gaussian filters incorrectly average densities and 61

orientations, generating noticeable artifacts. Therefore, Zhao 62

et al. [72] presented a technique based on the Symmetric GGX 63

distribution (SGGX) [57] to preserve the appearance at any 64

visualization distance, also reducing the memory usage of volu- 65

metric representations of fabrics. Essentially, this method takes 66

a dense volumetric representation and uses the SGGX to model 67

the full light transport at each voxel (see Figure 16). More 68

precisely, such radiance transfer functions are composed of a 69

set of reflectance lobes as a linear combination of scaled phase 70

functions, and scaled and optimized albedos. However, this 71

algorithm requires a costly initial precomputation to acquire 72

the optimized SGGX parameters. Finally, Loubet el al.[73] 73

introduced a new model that is suitable for downsampling 74

dense volumes conserving the appearance at larger scales. 75

In this model, self-shadowing and attenuation and preserved 76

although the self-shadowing formulation fails in heterogeneous 77

volumes with high density values at voxels, a common scenario 78

in cloth. 79

4.3. Surface Based Representations 80

The last form of fabric representation relies on triangle mesh 81

geometry for the macroscopic structure of the fabric, leveraging 82

the capacity of shading algorithms to implicitly model the 83

underlying mesostructure and lighting effects occurring at 84

such scale (e.g., yarn shadowing and masking). At this level, 85

the methods modeling fabric as a surface can be split in two 86

big categories, analytic and tabulated solutions: Bidirectional 87

Reflectance Distribution Functions (BRDFs); and texture based 88

solutions, including Bidirectional Texture Functions (BTFs) 89

and models that rely on different textures at the yarn scale 90

together with adequate shading models. 91

92

The input of surface methods can be partially or completely 93

captured with the adequate acquisition devices as we discuss in 94

the following Section 5 , or it can be manually created by skilled 95

artists, a common practice in production environments at the 96
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Fig. 16. Rendering of the original volumes (top) and after the precompu-
tation (bottom), using the method presented by Zhao and colleagues. [72].
The memory usage dramatically decreases (25 GB to 45 MB) while the ap-
pearance is preserved. Image from Zhao et al. [72].

entertainment industry [74, 75]. The basic setup for capturing1

appearance is based on a light source and a sensor (gonioreflec-2

tometer), or a set of light sources and sensors. The goal is to3

capture the spatio-angular reflectance of a infinitesimal surface4

point as a BRDF, or a 2D surface sample as a Spatially Varying5

Bidirectional Distribution Function (SVBRDF), adding two ex-6

tra degrees of freedom. We describe capture methods in Section7

5.8

4.3.1. Fabric BRDF9

A common approach to model surface-based fabrics is based10

on integrating geometry and scattering into a BRDF, with the11

goal of modeling geometry through shading [76]. Abstracting12

completely the yarns and fibers can be very effective when13

the viewer and the fabric are far enough from one each other.14

That is, details at yarn scale are barely perceptible, and thus15

the shading model can reproduce them implicitly. Among16

existing general-purpose BRDFs, only a subset can model the17

complex light interaction phenomena usually found in fabrics.18

Ashikhmin et al. [77] developed an energy conserving BRDF19

based on Microfacets theory. Their function was designed20

for materials with strong specular highlights, often visible in21

weaves such as velvet or satin. In the context of appearance22

modeling in production, the BRDF presented by Burley et23

al. [74] includes intuitive parameters for artists (e.g., sheen,24

sheen tint) to simulate the white and colored Fresnel effects at25

grazing angles. This model is designed to work together with a26

stack of textures, as will be exposed in the next subsection.27

28

Focused on fabrics, Yasuda et al. [78] used different re-29

Fig. 17. Sadeghi’s BRDF model for woven cloth. Left: resulting render.
Right: from top to bottom, scheme and real pictures of a sample fabric
wrapping a cylinder with three different warp-weft alignments, and the
corresponding renderings; the minimum tileable patch is extracted from
the woven structure and defined as two yarn curves with different BSDFs.
Image from Sadeghi et al. [15].

flectance models depending on the direction of the yarns. In the 30

spirit of Yasuda and colleagues, most of subsequent work are 31

focused on woven structures, since they are composed of two 32

main yarn types, usually orthogonal (warp and weft), reflect- 33

ing two specular lobes in aligment with such directions. Kang 34

et al. [79] proposed a procedural model that is able to simu- 35

late yarn level details, by modifying the reflectance functions 36

depending on the structure of the pattern. In the same fashion, 37

Sadeghi et al. [29] introduced an algorithm which computes the 38

reflectance of the minimum tileable pattern for any infinitesi- 39

mal point on a surface (see Figure 17). It is defined at the yarn 40

scale, treating fibers statistically within the BSDF of the yarn, 41

and accounting for self shadowing and masking between the 42

yarns of the same kind (warp and weft). Subsequent work built 43

on top of Sadeghi’s, either by increasing the computational ef- 44

ficiency to achieve interactive and real-time rates [80], or by 45

introducing importance sampling in the model [81]. A richer 46

three-dimensional appearance is obtained by Guo et al.[82], by 47

means of a multi-layered BSDF: Guo et al. assume a thin layer 48

and run a Monte Carlo ray tracing volume, replicating thick 49

materials such as velvet by a combination of a flat microflake 50

BSDFs, and surface textures with encoded flake orientations. 51

In the context of real-time rendering, the team of the game The 52

Order 1886 adapted the implementation of Ashkhimin and Pre- 53

moze [83], modeling the BSDF as an addition of two Gaussians, 54

one of them inverted in order to simulate velvet and satin fab- 55

rics. 56

4.3.2. Texture Based Solutions 57

The methods of this category treat fabric as a surface with 58

one or more textures attached. Following the original work 59

by Dana [85], researchers have tried to alleviate the intrinsic 60

problems of bidirectional texture Functions (BTF), such as 61

lack of 3D data at silhouettes or self-shadowing. A BTF 62

integrates the reflectance of the original sample into an 2D 63

array of BRDFs. The effects that emerge from substructures 64

(fibers and yarns) are nicely reproduced, but they suffer from 65

inaccuracies at grazing angles and silhouettes (see Figure 18), 66

in addition to storage, filtering and editability problems. In 67

order to overcome some of those limitations, the algorithm 68
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Fig. 18. BTFs fail to accurately reproduce the volumetric appearance of
fabrics, specially critical at grazing illumination and viewing conditions,
showing flat silhouettes. Image from Sattler et al. [84].

presented by Satter et al. [84] computes a visibility map of the1

environment illumination combined with the BTF to account2

for self shadowing between yarns.3

4

On the other hand, avoiding the capture step, Daubert et al.5

[86] built a virtual replica and fit a BRDF to the computed6

reflectance in the resulting renderings, similar to a real fitting7

process. In fact, techniques based on ray tracing a virtual8

replica and fit the parameters of a BRDF have also been9

explored by others to capture the appearance of multi-scale10

complex materials through simulations [87, 88, 89].11

12

Adabala et al. [90] improve the shadows created by yarns13

generating a procedural texture from a Weaving Information14

File (WIF) [91]. The WIF format is a human-readable stan-15

dard defining fabric properties such as thickness or color yarns,16

easing the connectivity among software packages, weavers and17

programmers. On the other hand, Irawan and Marchsner [92]18

developed a shading model for far and medium distances, the19

former based on modeling textures at yarn level. Another im-20

plementation designed for fast editing in production environ-21

ments was presented by Nelson et al. [93]. Starting from the22

WIF file, they generate textures that modify the Irawan and23

Marchner’s BRDF to ease the creation and editing processes.24

In a real-time context, the team of Naughty Dog [75] made use25

of artists to model the geometry of the minimum tileable patch26

of fabric, and then they tile the corresponding textures (mini-27

mum structure height maps, wrinkles at macro scale...), includ-28

ing volumetric shadows and adding some noise to increase the29

realism and avoid artifacts like repeated texture patterns.30

4.3.3. Filtering Surface-based Techniques31

The majority of LoD methods for simple triangle meshes32

rely on classical techniques such as edge collapsing although33

visual artifacts are still a common problem: pop up effects or34

just preserving the original shape. In this paper, we focus on35

appearance filtering of fabrics, but for a great survey about36

BTF filtering we refer to the work by Jarabo et al. [94] , and for37

common surface filtering, we refer to the survey of Bruneton et38

al. [95]. 39

40

Filtering fabrics is challenging because of their inherent 41

anisotropy due to the different multi-scale structure that form 42

them. Most remarkable approaches in this sense are LEAN 43

mapping [96] and LEADR [97] mappings, but even with those, 44

just a degree of anisotropy can be conserved. These techniques 45

filter normals and BRDFs separately, reconstructing the appear- 46

ance on shading time. Focused on fabrics, Xu et al. [98] de- 47

veloped a downsampling approach where the BRDF and nor- 48

mals are treated together, representing them as a mixture of Von 49

Mises distributions. Each Von Mises function codifies a lobe of 50

the BRDF, and both the weight and the Von Misses function are 51

selected depending on the footprint of the pixel. 52

4.4. Discussion 53

There is a wide variety of approaches producing photoreal- 54

istic fabric rendering. Among the main categories presented, 55

the surface-based solutions have been extensively used in 56

production, specially when storage and computational costs are 57

limited, also requiring considerable artistic manual interven- 58

tion. Most models of this kind represent isolated solutions for 59

particular cases, and do not hold for medium or close viewing 60

distances. In addition, the connection with optical, structural 61

and manufacturing parameters remains unclear. 62

63

Thus, we focus the discussion on explicit geometry rep- 64

resentations, that can be considered the ground truth for 65

cloth rendering approaches, or volumetric representations that 66

statistically model the underlying geometric structure, the light 67

transport, or both. Among these solutions, explicit geometry 68

represents the most accurate approach, but still remains un- 69

practical specially in production environments if geometry is 70

defined at the scale of fibers. However, geometry defined at the 71

scale of yarns and combined with explicit fibers for hairiness 72

has been proven to produce plausible photorealistic results in 73

production [30], embedding fiber level geometry into yarns 74

shading. 75

76

Volumetric or hybrid approaches are then the most appropri- 77

ate approach. In this context, volumes can abstract either the 78

inner geometric structure, or the full light transport. Solutions 79

that decouple the geometry from the optical properties are 80

usually preferable, since they present some benefits; namely the 81

reduced storage requirements, their suitability for appearance 82

matching, editing capabilities, the precomputation needed, 83

efficiency and rendering costs, and accuracy. 84

85

Storage requirements. For mid distances (>0.5m), geometry is 86

much easier to be represented by statistics. However, at close 87

distances, the light transport generates very acute anisotropic 88

lobes already at the scale of fibers. Also, by leveraging the re- 89

peatability of the structure tiling, we can extremely reduce such 90

problems [67], but then, methods for correct authoring increase 91

their complexity. In addition to statistical representations based 92

on instantiation, procedural models present similar memory ad- 93

vantages. Moreover, Stochastic procedural structures go one 94
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step beyond, reducing the filtering noise (moire) of the final im-1

age. If the procedural model is evaluated on the fly, an increase2

of the computation costs is to be expected. [48].3

Efficiency and rendering time. Hybrid representation and sim-4

ulation solutions like Meng’s [65] look very promising, but its5

extrapolation to structured materials such as fabric, which is6

usually far from random is still to be explored. Both instanti-7

ation and precomputing radiance algorithms, have been tested8

successfully to reduce the requirements even approaching fab-9

ric rendering to real-time or interactive rendering. In this con-10

text, Wu and Yuksel [52] proposed a real-time approach from11

an explicit hybrid model in contrast to Zhao [67], who instanti-12

ated the minimum repeatable pattern that was precomputed in a13

database forming full garments.14

Suitable for appearance matching. Any 3D representation ei-15

ther explicit geometry or volumes are suitable for this task, al-16

ways having in mind that accurate scattering models are crucial.17

In this context, structure volumes can ease the process of fitting18

the rendering parameters. In fact, the method by Zhao [9] fits19

explicit geometry from a volumetric representation whose ex-20

planation is extended in following Section 5, but Zhao and col-21

leges relies on microflakes. Khungurn et al. [20] improved the22

scattering model using a specific BCSDF for fibers to capture23

subtle visual effects.24

Editing capabilities. When volumetric representations are con-25

strained to abstract only geometry, almost all the appearance26

features such as optical properties can be easily edited. In27

the same way, geometric features can be obviously edited in-28

dependently of the shading model used. In terms of edition,29

approaches like Groller et al. [61], Lopez-Moreno et al. [60],30

Schröder et al. [47] and Zhao et al. [9] are very expressive,31

and we can consider them as generative approaches because the32

fabric is generated depending on the input parameters. How-33

ever, algorithms that demand a relevant precomputation phase34

are more limited for editing, as most edits will imply the re-35

execution of previous stages.36

Accuracy. It has been proven that adequate volumetric repre-37

sentations can reach the same level of accuracy than explicit38

geometry representations [20]. Additionally, accurate proce-39

dural models, where the parameters are linked to observed40

actual data (e.g., average yarn radius or number of fly-outs per41

cm), are valid not only as the input for creating the volumetric42

representations, but also to hold under very close viewing43

distances. A promising research path is to study and leverage44

spatial correlation (yarns and fibers aligned) for rendering45

purposes.46

47

The selection of an adequate representation model is the key48

step that boosts (or limits) the appearance modeling capabilities49

of any method. In some cases, the data representation and the50

scattering model might even be incompatible, causing artifacts51

such as lack of energy conservation. Thus, any novel method52

should first focus in finding the right combination of represen-53

tation and lighting modeling.54

5. Modeling, Acquisition and Appearance Matching 55

Reproducing the appearance of fabrics is a very complex 56

problem that remains open. In production environments, 57

traditionally adopted solutions rely on extensive manual inter- 58

vention by artists to mimic the visual effects presented in cloth. 59

This is particularly crucial in real-time environments, where the 60

limitations in time and resources require the oversimplification 61

of the structure and light scattering patterns that occur in real 62

garments. In this context, the amount of shading parameters to 63

be manually tweaked, the restrictions related to computational 64

resources, the limitations of each particular form of fabric 65

geometry representation (Section 4), and the lack of a general 66

solution implies a large amount of production time spent in 67

both skilled artistic intervention and in the development of 68

specialized interfaces and tools for parameter exploration. 69

More precisely, triangle meshes have become the default 70

representation in the industry, together with stacks of shaders 71

built upon simplified Bidirectional Scattering Distribution 72

Functions (BSDF) and input data, stored in textures: normal, 73

height, gloss, specular or any other map describing the spatially 74

varying features of the fabric [74, 99]. This widespread 75

surface representation can produce realistic results, but it is 76

far from a real automatic predictive rendering solution, or 77

an appearance matching framework that could free artists to 78

really focus on pure aesthetic tasks and design aspects. In fact, 79

currently the industry leans towards introducing increasing 80

physical correctness in the artistic processes, but this fabric 81

rendering approach lacks generality and presents many other 82

drawbacks: close-up views do not hold, silhouette rendering is 83

either missing or tweaked, lighting effects at grazing angles are 84

mimicked manually, and there is no connection with the real 85

properties of the reproduced cloth. 86

87

However, there are some recent examples that show the shift 88

towards low-level accurate representations of the fabric struc- 89

ture, even in production environments [30]. These initial steps, 90

require additional efforts to increase the fidelity w.r.t. the orig- 91

inal fabric structures, either captured or generated, and to re- 92

duce the time needed to render them in a production path trac- 93

ing context. The recent work which lead the fabric appearance 94

reproduction efforts, can be split in two main categories that 95

will be discussed along this section: forward generative solu- 96

tions, and inverse modeling solutions. The latter has been a 97

very active area in terms of pattern recognition solutions, not 98

only in computer vision and graphics areas, but also in the tex- 99

tile research community. Since in this paper we focus on the 100

rendering aspects, for further details regarding pattern recogni- 101

tion and classification methods we refer to recent surveys in the 102

field [100, 101]. 103

5.1. Forward Generative Solutions 104

In contrast to surface-based representations, forward genera- 105

tive models are capable of representing the structure of fabrics 106

with very small details at the fiber or yarn scales. As exposed 107

in Section 4, these representations, either defining fabrics as 108

explicit geometry or converted into statistical volumes, are the 109

baseline towards realistic fabric rendering in combination with 110
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the appropriate rendering technique.1

2

However, the great number of input parameters required to3

define such models usually makes them very hard to use in prac-4

tice. Moreover, the whole specification of a fabric, starting from5

the fiber types, structure at fiber, yarn and fabric pattern scales,6

dye properties and dying conditions, and further manufacturing7

processes (e.g., washing) is often missing or very difficult to get8

even from manufacturers, since garment fabrication is a long9

process with many steps in which such manufacturing informa-10

tion is partially lost, or hidden, being an intellectual property11

asset by itself [102]. Thus, bottom-up approaches are rarely12

feasible. In the following we will dig into techniques that focus13

in this process of feeding fully forward procedural models.14

Fig. 19. Photographs (left) versus renderings (right) of fabrics, using an
image-based appearance matching solution presented by Schröder and col-
leagues. Image from Schöder et al. [47].

5.2. Reverse Engineering Solutions15

One of the biggest challenges in this research area, apart16

from reducing the human interaction, is overcoming the lack17

of fabric specifications in the process of reproducing the18

appearance of cloth. In this context, either acquiring the fabric19

geometry or fully matching the appearance of fabrics gave rise20

to the best and most accurate solutions up to date [58, 47].21

Some approaches focus on solving part of the problem (e.g.,22

acquiring the geometric representation), others focus on23

estimating the rendering parameters, and a few ones attempt to24

capture the full appearance, both acquiring the geometry and25

estimating the rendering parameters.26

27

In addition to the limitations of the algorithms, there are28

different capture devices to obtain the input of each particu-29

lar generative method. The most common capture devices are30

basically four: simple photographic cameras for single image;31

gonio-reflectometers for BRDF acquisition; camera forests or 32

BTF type of devices; and volume scans, such as Computed To- 33

mography Scanners (CT) (see Figure 20). 34

Single Image. This is the most common approach to match ap- 35

pearance although it can also be used to obtain a geometrical 36

representation. In this field, two approaches are particularly 37

relevant for fabric. First, the work of Schröder et al. [47] uses a 38

BCSDF defined by the user and relies on correlation analysis to 39

estimate the minimum repetitive pattern, fitting the parameters 40

of a procedural model based on Perlin Noise [51] to model the 41

yarns of the structure (see Figure 19). In a similar approach, 42

Guarnera et al.[103] introduced an automatic algorithm in fre- 43

quency space that is able to generate a stack of textures to render 44

with a generalist software. In addition, Guarnera integrated the 45

geometric representation and light transport both embedded in 46

the generated textures. In a different fashion, other methods use 47

images just for the matching appearance stage (e.g., minimiz- 48

ing the difference between a photograph and its rendered virtual 49

replica in image space [20]). In this context, Zhao et al. [58] 50

optimize the parameters for microflakes with a binary search, 51

assuming homogeneous albedo. Since the Microflakes model is 52

unable to reproduce the complete fiber scattering phenomena, 53

specially at grazing angles, Khungurn et al. [20] developed 54

a new BCSDF [20] to improve the render quality, fitting ren- 55

dering parameters through image comparison within a gradient 56

descent optimization framework. 57

Gonioreflectometer. Among the solutions for cloth rendering 58

that model fabrics with BRDFs, gonioreflectometers can 59

be used to reproduce the appearance at different distances 60

depending on its characteristics from the micron level to larger 61

scales. The basic device configuration is formed by a holder, 62

a light emitter with a mobile arm (or multiple light emitters), 63

and a sensor on a mobile arm (or multiple sensors). A sample 64

of a material is set on the holder, illuminated from multiple 65

incoming directions and captured from multiple viewing 66

directions. From the first attempts [104] that made some fabric 67

BRDFs publicly available (see Section 5.3), to the recent work 68

of Dupuy and Jakob [105], who presented a generic device 69

which captures the spectral reflectance as a BRDF, and adapts 70

the sampling to the most representative regions of the material. 71

72

BTF and Camera Forest. As a pure data driven approach, it 73

is based on extending the BRDF to a SVBRDF, capturing the 74

reflectance of a 2D surface for a number of incoming and out- 75

going light directions. Devices designed for this purpose have 76

a common structure similar to the device shown in Figure 20. 77

Dana et al. [85] were the pioneers in implementing this solu- 78

tion, and Section 4 provides additional details about this kind 79

of representation. 80

Volume-Based. A number of techniques attempt to capture the 81

volumetric density of the sample, instead of relying on photo- 82

graphic sensors. This approach has been deeply explored by 83

Zhao and colleagues [58] who capture a small sample of a fab- 84

ric using a CT scanner. CT scanners are able to reach micron 85
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Fig. 20. Different BTF acquisition devices developed at the University of
Bonn. Image from Schwartz et al. [106].

resolution in the form of a volume of densities, which is then1

processed with orientation kernels to generate a heterogeneous2

volume of varying fiber densities and orientations. Such mod-3

els can be later used as anisotropic participating media (e.g.,4

microflakes or any fiber scattering phase function). The origi-5

nal publication gave rise to many work that followed up on this6

approach for different purposes. Khungurn and colleagues [20]7

focused on appearance matching of real fabrics through volu-8

metric path tracing of such captured volumes, demonstrating9

the importance of using accurate fiber scattering models to that10

end. There are also improvements [9] on the estimation of the11

geometric structure of the fabrics, by fitting procedural yarn12

models (see Section 4) to the acquired volumetric data from13

the CT scan, enabling explicit geometry rendering. All of these14

approaches are suitable to create very accurate representations,15

and they are convenient for appearance matching goals. How-16

ever, the capturing process is tightly coupled with the fabric17

representation, and the optimization processes for appearance18

matching remains very inefficient, since it relies on direct image19

comparisons of photographs vs renderings of virtual replicas of20

the real set-up. In the following we discuss all the limitations21

involved in this family of methods.22

5.3. Existing Databases of Captured Fabrics23

There are several databases of captured materials publicly24

available for non-commercial use, most of them generic but25

also containing a variety of fabric types. BTFs were introduced26

by Dana et al. [85] who created a public database with 6027

different materials with fabrics among them, but there are other28

institutions that focused on BTFs and BRDFs. The most rele-29

vant ones are CUReT [85], MERL [104], Utia [107, 108, 109],30

Bonn [84, 110, 111], RGL Material Database [105], UTIA31

BTF Database [107, 108, 109], BTF Database Bonn and32

Measurement Lab [84, 110, 111]. Specific to fabrics, Zhao33

and colleagues available fitted yarns [9] or some structured34

woven fabrics [67] and LoDs of volumes are also available [72].35

36

MERL [104] is a database extensively used in academic re- 37

search, with a hundred of different isotropic BRDFs, contain- 38

ing several fabric materials. Among them, a set of differ- 39

ent fabrics like felt, silks, neoprene and other types can be 40

found. Focused on capturing BTFs and anisotropic BRDFs, 41

UTIA BTF Database [107, 108, 109] published several datasets 42

containing a great number of very different fabric samples. 43

With the same goal, the BTF Database Bonn and Measurement 44

Lab [84, 110, 111] also published several sets of captured BTFs, 45

including spectral measurements. They contain a variety of wo- 46

ven fabrics and upholstery textiles such as carpets. 47

A special case is the recent RGL Material Database [105] 48

made publicly available a new set of spectral isotropic and 49

anisotropic BRDFs from real-world captured materials through 50

a goniophotometer, presenting efficient sampling and storage 51

requirements (16 and 544 KiB of per spectral sample for 52

isotropic and anisotropic materials. This is achieved through 53

a new directionally adaptive BRDF parameterization that al- 54

lows low resolution sampling by sparsely placing samples in 55

the most important regions of the BRDF. The BRDF model is 56

chosen a-priori to infer those regions, and it cannot handle ma- 57

terials that transmit light in the opposite hemisphere. Thus, the 58

available measurements of this database should be used with 59

precaution in the context of predictive rendering. 60

5.4. Discussion 61

Among all the possible approaches for reproducing the ap- 62

pearance of fabrics, capturing the volumetric structure has 63

proven to be the most accurate solution, although the acqui- 64

sition and manipulation of such data is complex, and image- 65

based work can also achieve plausible results, suitable for some 66

scenarios such as real-time rendering. Thus, in the context of 67

the capture problem, the key factors to take into account are: 68

the capturing device, the geometric representation, the scatter- 69

ing model, and process for fitting the rendering parameters. We 70

refer to section 3 and 4 for more details in such aspects. In 71

the following, we compare the existing methods by their re- 72

quirements and properties in the areas of memory usage, ren- 73

der quality, memory usage, capturing time, user interaction and 74

editability, sample size and appearance matching. Apart from 75

these requirements, the type of device is a great constraint on 76

the applicability of any algorithm because of the price or the 77

accessibility. For instance, CT scans or gonioreflectometers are 78

not widely available due to their price, in contrast to photo- 79

graphic cameras, used in image-based solutions. 80

Render Quality. From the perspective of representation and the 81

scattering model scale, Zhao and Schröder present the best ren- 82

dering results. However, regarding its fidelity to the physical 83

properties of the fabric, the BCSDF introduced by Khungurn is 84

a bit questionable, because the albedos obtained from the op- 85

timization are far from real world albedo values. Image-based 86

solutions like Guarnera and BTF can reproduce yarn level de- 87

tails. However, at grazing angles and silhouettes, the loss of 88

quality is noticeable, since all the geometric details and light 89

transport patterns are integrated together. In addition to these 90

problems, the accuracy of the BTFs is affected by the hardware 91

during the capturing process, mainly due to the limited depth 92
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of field (DoF) of the cameras which reduces the sharpness of1

certain image areas.2

Memory Usage. The least demanding method is the one pro-3

posed by Guarnera et al. [103], because their algorithm was de-4

signed for production. Contrarily to texture based approaches,5

Schröder et al. [47], Zhao et al. [58, 9] and Khungurn et al. [20]6

which rely on volumetric representations and procedural yarn7

models. On the other hand, capturing materials through BTFs,8

in addition to the large memory requirements for the BTF stor-9

age, is affected by the intrinsic problems of surface based rep-10

resentation such as: lack of silhouettes, lack of lighting effects11

at grazing angles and constrained viewing distances, limited by12

the BTF resolution.13

Capturing Time. Capturing BTFs and scanning samples with a14

CT is a long task, often requiring many hours to process. The15

method proposed by Schröder [47] decreases the capturing time16

by using a fast fitting process with single image as input, at the17

cost of relying on the user skill to select a BCSDF for the opti-18

mization. In the same direction, Guarnera et al. [103] present19

one of the most time-efficient fitting algorithms, taking a few20

minutes for the full pipeline. However, their representation is21

based on surfaces, which is the least accurate structure as we22

introduced in Section 4.23

User Interaction and Editability. In terms of user interaction,24

the implementation by Schröder et al. requires the user to de-25

fine the BCSDF to fit the sample. The rest of algorithm is fully26

automatic after capturing the sample, but the result cannot be27

edited during the optimization. Allowing the users to edit the28

virtual fabric depends in great manner on the representation29

used for the geometry. Thus, procedural approaches can modify30

the structure by varying the generative parameters [47, 9], see31

Figure 24. On the other side, most volumetric approaches sepa-32

rate the geometric representation from the appearance [58, 20].33

As a result, modifying the shape (stored as volumetric density)34

becomes a difficult task, while altering the phase function is a35

friendly operation. Finally, BTFs or image-based solutions are36

quite limited in terms of editing, although some methods incor-37

porate texture edition capabilities, such as the work by Kautz et38

al. [112] or Müller et al. [113], showing limited success in this39

area.40

Sample Size. These solutions rely on capturing a small sam-41

ple that is repeated along the geometric representation. Thus,42

Zhao et al. [58] rely on Micro CT that scans samples around43

one square centimeter. On the other hand, image based solu-44

tions allow larger samples, but the minimum repeatable pattern45

must be visible. Independently of the chosen solution, a full46

garment cannot be replicated directly from the single sample,47

there are intrinsic problems to instantiating: artifacts due to rep-48

etition, teleportation of paths inside the block in curved areas or49

matching different blocks at their boundaries. Finally, procedu-50

ral approaches derived from automatically matched parameters,51

such those proposed by Schröder, Zhao and colleagues, are able52

to create larger fabrics without noticeable patterns, although its53

evaluation on the fly remains a costly and demanding process.54

Appearance Matching. Among the methods described in this 55

section, the most used methodology, with proven success, is 56

based on gradient descent optimization [114, 115], minimizing 57

the differences between the results rendered with the fitted pa- 58

rameters, against the original input image or data. On the other 59

hand, Schröder et al. [47] allow the user to adjust the BCSDF 60

parameter removing the appearance matching stage from the 61

optimization. To make the problem more tractable, Zhao et 62

al. [58] assume a uniform albedo, at the cost of reducing the 63

number of suitable fabrics for their method. 64

Fidelity and Predictability. Reverse engineering methods rely 65

on comparing the similarity between a synthetic image and a 66

photograph for multiple samples [47, 58, 20]. Nevertheless, 67

there is a lack of mathematical criteria to evaluate the grade of 68

similarity [116], relying instead on pairwise perceptual valida- 69

tion by human subjects under controlled supervision. However, 70

there are factors that affect the perception of appearance both 71

human and process-dependant, such as angular distribution of 72

samples [94]. As mentioned before, procedural or data-driven 73

methods which take into account light transport at the yarn and 74

fiber level show the most promising level of fidelity and pre- 75

dictability. However, the acquisition of parameters for fiber 76

appearance models remains a challenge, requiring specialized 77

hardware and inverse rendering optimization methods [20]. To 78

our knowledge, there are no objective validation methodologies 79

for analyzing the predictability of the models, other than per- 80

ceptual comparison with real photographs [116]. Nevertheless, 81

a few examples of appearance fitting with great visual fidelity 82

can be found in the literature [20]. 83

6. Discussion and Future Work 84

Rendering fabrics has been a very active research area for 85

the last two decades. However, great challenges are still open. 86

After reviewing and evaluating the most important work in the 87

different stages of the fabric rendering pipeline, throughout this 88

section we focus on the problems still to be addressed, and try 89

to shed some light on the most convenient directions for future 90

work. To this end, we will discuss the open problems in appear- 91

ance matching of real fabric samples, and the challenges ahead 92

for efficiency gain at each aspect of the rendering process. 93

6.1. Matching Real Fabrics 94

Despite the increasing research effort in designing appear- 95

ance matching methods for real fabrics, from improving the 96

capturing processes, to novel representations and light scat- 97

tering models, to date there is no framework generic enough 98

to represent a considerable subset of the great variety of fab- 99

rics that can be commonly found in real life. In order to ease 100

this processes, researchers have focused on a limited number 101

of structures, yarn and fiber types, and materials or optical be- 102

haviors, but the reality is much more complex. We discussed 103

about the physics and structures of real fabrics in Section 2 and 104

we summarize throughout this section the greatest challenges 105

on this topic. 106
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Fiber Assemblies and Structures. Most of the existing geomet-1

ric structures in computer graphics are limited to a finite subset2

of the actual yarns and structures. In the case of yarns, most3

solutions are based on the coaxial helix model [117, 50], but4

there are many other yarn types that lay far from such abstrac-5

tion and cannot be correctly represented with current procedu-6

ral models, since fibers can be arranged in very rare manners7

as we show in Figure 22. There are also many other exam-8

ples of yarns with very particular features produced by finishing9

and chemical treatments, that affect the distribution of fibers as10

we discussed in Section 2. The same happens with structures:11

computer graphics models traditionally focus on limited sub-12

categories of knitting and weaving structures, but there exist13

many other manners in which fibers and yarns are attached to-14

gether (we show a few examples in Figure 21). In that regard,15

recent solutions to facilitate the design processes, like the work16

by Leaf et al. [35], or connecting three-dimensional knitting17

with the manufacturing constraints [118], represent significant18

advances in accurate fabric structure design and creation, but19

there is still a lot of space for improvements and new models.20

Fig. 21. Examples of varieties of twill structures known as broken twills,
often used for fabrics with generic purpose like coats or ties.

Manufacturing Processes. Computer graphics reduce the vast21

variety of existing weaving structures to just a small group, to22

decrease the complexity of the problem. There are multiple23

structures or treatments that affect the appearance as we dis-24

cussed in Section 2. Usually, manufacturing processes or treat-25

ments are aggregated into ad hoc shading models, and hence, it26

is impossible to decouple each of the stages involved to mimic27

real fabrication procedures. Thus, there is a lack of connec-28

tion between the parameters used in computer graphics and29

the properties and parameters used in industrial textile environ-30

ments. An example of such disconnection is the relationship31

between the rendering parameters (e.g., extinction coefficient,32

scattering albedo) and the dye used to color the fabric. For a33

correct reproduction of the color, saturation and translucency34

of a fabric, the type of fiber and the amount of dye need to35

be considered together with the molar extinction coefficient of36

the dye. Despite recent work in such direction [10], new scat-37

tering models and fabric representations should be developed38

aiming for predictiveness, accounting not only for the effects39

of the dyes or other treatments, but for the full mechanical and40

optical properties of every component of real fabrics.41

Materials and Fiber Structure and Cross Section Shape. Com- 42

mon materials like cotton, wool or polyester have been ex- 43

plored, but fibers forming a yarn can be made of a greater di- 44

versity of materials. Apart from the typical ones, fiber mate- 45

rial changes drastically the light phenomenons occurring in the 46

fabric. Metallic filaments can give rise to sharper and more 47

anisotropic lobes than fibers made of dielectrics, additionally 48

presenting tinted speculars (see Figure 22). The efficient ren- 49

dering of participating media with such materials, both translu- 50

cent and opaque, and mixed at a fine scale, is an open chal- 51

lenge in the rendering community. Apart from the material, it is 52

known that the microscopic cross section shape of the fibers di- 53

rectly affects the final look at larger viewing distances [10], and 54

there are no models yet, that can handle such feature efficiently. 55

Fig. 22. Examples of the so called fantasy yarns. From left to right: slub
yarns present flat areas formed by untwisted fibers, created by using fuzzy
disordered yarns that are tied by stronger plies at intervals; chenille yarns
have plies that stand at perpendicular directions from the main yarn direc-
tion; tape yarns present planar shapes by using lurex: filaments made of
different metallic materials.

Wave Optics Effects. Due to the complex structure of fab- 56

ric, phenomena such as fluorescence, iridescence, diffraction 57

or birefringence [119] appear at the fiber level. These phe- 58

nomena are more common and have a greater macroscopic ef- 59

fect than expected; like in fluorescent materials, ubiquitous in 60

sportswear, or birefringence, specially noticeable in yarns made 61

of polyester fibers due to its characteristic index of refraction 62

for parallel and perpendicular planes of incidence. Replicating 63

these effects will increase the realism and range of replaceable 64

fabrics. However, these complex phenomena have not been yet 65

tackled in the case of fabrics, but existing generic approaches 66

can serve as inspiration for future work in the topic. For in- 67

stance, there are solutions for simulating fluorescence [119], but 68

for accurate results the re-radiation has to be captured, as Hullin 69

et al. [120] did for opaque surfaces. Diffraction produced by 70

both the micro and macro geometry was studied by Hölzschuch 71

and and Pacanowski [121], who included the diffraction due to 72

nanometric structure into the microfacet model. Although the 73

BRDF is not suitable for accurate, fiber level representations of 74

fabrics, a separation of the effects into levels for its posterior 75

convolution looks promising. Finally, coatings, dyes or other 76

treatments present in real fabrics can generate iridescence ef- 77

fects (e.g., chiffon silk), that should be considered for accurate 78

modeling of the light transport at fibers. 79

Editability. Most of existing solutions for fabric modeling still 80

rely on manual intervention at some or most parts of the pro- 81
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Fig. 23. On the left, a visualization of the pattern with Shima Seiki soft-
ware [122] after simulation and rendering, using a texture-based model
(yarn photograph) for rendering. On the right, the corresponding fab-
ric pattern template defining the knitting structure in machine-compatible
symbols. Image from Alexandre et al. [123].

cess. From procedural geometry generation [34, 36, 37] to me-1

chanical simulation [35] and rendering [93]. Therefore, the de-2

sign cycles can suffer from several inefficiencies, since obtain-3

ing a plausible visual feedback can take many hours of com-4

putation after parameters are modified. Simplifying the editing5

processes of practitioners in production or research contexts in6

a fast, accurate, and user-friendly way is one of the biggest open7

problems to solve in the future. Representations that decouple8

geometry and structure from the materials and optical proper-9

ties can ease the process (see Figure 24). Usually, procedu-10

ral models are more suitable for editing since a huge variety11

of fabric types can be reproduced by modifying a few parame-12

ters. However, current approaches are limited to certain types.13

Moreover, there is no work attempting to join every stage in the14

fabric creation process that provides a full editing pipeline in15

interactive or real-time. In the context of production, there are16

tools to design, edit and simulate the appearance of fabrics such17

as Pointcarré [124], or Evolution [125] Moreover, som soft-18

ware suites take into account the parameters introduced by the19

loom or knitting machine in the manufacturing process, such20

as Shima Seiki [122] or Stoll [126]. For instance, the render-21

ing outcome of Shima Seiki [122] suite has been used to train22

neural networks [123], in order to extract the fabric’s structure23

automatically. However, these software packages are generally24

limited in flexibility and accuracy, usually resorting to heuris-25

tic approaches to represent the wide variety of fabrics present26

in real life. In addition, Deng and Wang [127] improved the27

language of CAD tools for woven fabrics, allowing the user to28

define additional properties like plies, slub yarns or color spots,29

among others. This work is one of the existing initiatives to-30

wards a unified specification language for fabric digitization,31

but is limited to woven. Currently, an end-to-end pipeline in-32

cluding every detail of the manufacturing process into the vir-33

tualization of fabrics, specially at the simulation and rendering34

stages, remains unsolved, constituting an open challenge for the35

computer graphics community (see Figure 23).36

6.2. Efficiency37

Rendering virtual scenes takes from seconds to hours, de-38

pending on the selected algorithm, and the type and number of39

Fig. 24. Appearance editing over a fabric with no modifications of the un-
derlying structure. Image from Schröder et al. [47].

elements to be rendered, among other factors. Nowadays, meth- 40

ods considered traditionally slow, such as Monte Carlo path 41

tracing, have experimented and incredible speedup due to hard- 42

ware improvements and algorithmic optimization. Fabric, on 43

the other hand, is one of the most common elements in those 44

scenes, form cloth to upholstery, but from a computational per- 45

spective, it is also one of the most demanding elements. As 46

a consequence, any advance in fabric rendering efficiency will 47

have a great impact in the majority of virtual scenes. 48

LoD. A few works focused on fabrics have been presented to 49

ease the memory usage and rendering time in computer graph- 50

ics. Previous work to filter a distribution of normals [96, 97] 51

cannot represent the subtle effects of cloth. As expected, so- 52

lutions centered in fabrics like [98, 72, 52] yield better results. 53

However, these methods rely on precomputation by frame or 54

by model. A few attempts to move from one representation to 55

another while preserving the global appearance have been pre- 56

sented: from BRDF to texture based [92], from volume to ex- 57

plicit geometry [65], classifying between coarse details to finer 58

details [53], or hybrid approaches [52]. Hybrid solutions look 59

promising even for real-time approaches, but dealing with the 60

intrinsic problems of each representation remains unsolved. In- 61

spired by Meng and Loubet [65, 53], selecting areas of down- 62

sampling, or keeping mixed representations, like explicit ge- 63

ometry and volumes, could be one solution. Another line of 64

research that looks promising is moving explicit geometry to 65

normal maps, as done by Wu and Yuksel [52], but the filtering 66

of those maps might be challenging. Finally, the precomputa- 67

tion of radiance as done by Xu et al. [59], Khungurn et al. [71], 68

or Zhao et al. [67] can improve rendering times, but the abil- 69

ity to transition between different Lods and their corresponding 70

precomputed radiances is, in our opinion, one of the most inter- 71

esting aspects to study. 72

Instantiation. In their work Zhao et al. [67] exploit the repeti- 73

tive structure of fabrics for rendering. Most of the issues about 74

instantiating are solved by using shell maps, keeping in mem- 75

ory the model as a surface with thickness, and a planar version 76

of the fabric. Instantiation is a powerful approach to reduce 77

both rendering time and memory footprint, although it can pro- 78

duce undesirable visual patterns. On the other hand, procedu- 79

ral models can ameliorate or remove completely such repetition 80

patterns [47, 9, 48]. Hybrid solutions, as the method provided 81

by Wu and Yuksel [52] can help instantiation approaches by 82

adding stochastic additional details, such as hairiness or migra- 83

tion fibers, improving the realism and removing the rendering 84
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patterns due to structure.1

Real-Time Improvements. The advances in instantiation and2

LoD have a direct application to real-time render of fabrics.3

Usually, real-time solutions are restricted by rendering time,4

memory usage or computing budget. Wu and Yuksel [52] de-5

signed an algorithm for real-time visualization, based on ex-6

plicit geometry, but its performance in a production environ-7

ment, with tens of times more yarns per inch, remains untested.8

Moreover, BRDF and texture-based rendering have achieved9

realistic results with low requirements in real-time applica-10

tions [75, 128]. Some previous algorithms can move between11

representations [65, 92], to adapt the cost of the execution, de-12

pending on different heuristics such as view distance, or pixel13

footprint among others. Finally, the simulation of global illumi-14

nation is quite complex in real-time and methods such as pre-15

computing the radiance for a fixed normal are common. How-16

ever, typically these assumptions do not hold for fabric render-17

ing, because most important effects occur at grazing angles and18

would require multiple levels of representation. Thus, new so-19

lutions inspired by a combination of the aforementioned work20

might be able to solve the problem.21

Sampling. Scattering of fibers usually shows a conical22

shape [19], but can exhibit strong anisotropies even along such23

cone. Brute force is the most usual approach to obtain the re-24

sulting radiance of an infinitesimal point. Sampling analyti-25

cally by importance the anisotropies of the cone is still an open26

problem. Moreover, in most of the approaches in the literature,27

fibers share the same material, which facilitates the sampling28

process. However, most algorithms depend on the density of29

the material to evaluate the medium, but as we discussed in30

Section 2, yarns can be made of extremely different materials31

such as metal, cotton, or wool. Thus, mixing distinct media can32

be problematic as usually both densities have to be taken into33

account [129].34

7. Conclusions35

In this survey, we have discussed the nature of fabrics, and36

their complex definition throughout the different most common37

aspects of fabric rendering (representation, acquisition, render-38

ing models, etc.). From their detailed physical and optical prop-39

erties to the usual simplifications and assumptions done in com-40

puter graphics. We have also analyzed the existing approaches41

at different scales such as fiber and yarn levels. Additionally,42

we have proposed different desirable attributes for every aspect43

to facilitate the comparison between alternatives for new prac-44

titioners who start in this area.45

For the last two decades, fabric rendering has driven a great46

amount of work in multiple research areas, producing new scat-47

tering models, mechanical simulation methods, or representa-48

tion and acquisition methods. However, there have been very49

few advances in connecting the manufacturing and physical pa-50

rameters of fabrics to their digital counterparts, causing a lack51

of applicability and predictability of the current rendering ap-52

proaches. Beyond its application to movies and games, the ad-53

vent of new technologies in the fashion industry, such as digi-54

tized fabrics or interactive try on for virtual garments and bod- 55

ies, will be permanently limited unless novel fabric appearance 56

reproduction methods bridge this gap. In our opinion, this topic 57

and the problems related to the complex multi-level structure 58

of fabrics, which are shared by other areas of rendering, are 59

the main two directions that should drive future approaches in 60

fabric rendering. 61
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